The Summa S Class 2 cutter has a processor,
which is seven times more powerful than its
predecessor.
A vibrant color touchscreen, a network port,
fast and reliable USB connection and an even
faster OPOS sensor make the S Class 2 cutter
prepared for many years to come.
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Equipped with a new trim and sheet cut
functionality, the cutter is now more than ever
the perfect companion for large format printers.
Signmaking has evolved, which means, you
need equipment that is both flexible and durable.
Summa S Class 2 cutters are built on a foundation
of rock-solid reliability and offer features to handle
virtually any material you feed them with.
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Drag or Tangential Knife

Advanced cutter for
high-volume vinyl and
digital print shops

Like the finely-tuned suspension in a sports car, our precision
tracking lets us put more power under the hood to improve
your performance. The S Class 2 cutter features a dual
servomotor design that cuts amazingly fast, and Summa
tracking lets you do it with complete confidence.

1. The Summa S Class 2 cutter is unquestionably the world's most
advanced cutter. With its exclusive touch-control panel, it is also,
by far, the easiest to use.

2. OPOS X contour cutting alignment delivers OPOS unparalleled
accuracy and automation, even on laminated images.

3. The cutting head includes an automatic cut-off knife, which can
optionally be set as to slice your media at the end of each job.

4. The Summa S Class 2 cutter is standardly equipped with an
Ethernet port for fast and reliable connection to a network and
a USB stick can be used to store jobs for later use.
Eight built-in and quickly accessible user configurations make
switching between different jobs and media fast and easy

The accuracy of our European-crafted cutters is precisely
what makes them so durable. Not only do you receive
amazing reliability, you also get the confidence of knowing
your expensive films and valuable vinyl prints will be cut
precisely each and every time.

TANGENTIAL KNIFE TECHNOLOGY
Tangential cutting technology guarantees a superior
performance compared to commonly used swivel
knife techniques. The direction of the Tangential Knife
is electronically controlled, enabling the T Series to cut
very precisely and with very high pressures.
The perfect cut ensures weeding will be very easy,
saving you valuable time. The patented nose piece
prevents small pieces from being pushed out of the vinyl
while cutting.
With up to 600 grams of cutting force, the Summa S
Class 2 cutter powers through heavy sandblast, paint
mask and reflective materials with incredible ease,
speed and accuracy.
With a T model, you know you can do the job!
Tangential movement

1 The Tangential Knife stops cutting right
before a corner.

2 A motor lifts and re-orients the blade
3 Once the blade has reached the desired
angle, it is lowered and continues to cut
the corner.

DOUBLE TIP KNIFE
Summa tangential cutters can also drive Double Tip Knives,
which have two cutting edges. This results in the dual tip
being much more rigid, which will significantly elongate the
knife's lifetime.
When penetrating the material, the dual tip automatically
generates an overcut. Especially when cutting highly
reflective materials, the extra overcut and rigidity prove
their value in this hard, thick material.

OPOS CAMERA
With OPOS-CAM, Summa delivers yet another amazing innovation
with the printing industry's first camera recognition alignment solution
for friction-driven vinyldrum cutters.
Summa customers in volume-driven workflow environments will now
be able to excel against the competition with extremely fast precision and
accurate cutting of short or long run contour cutting jobs.

OPOS-CAM is a factory upgrade option now available on all new Summa
S Class 2 S75T, S140T and S160T vinyl cutting plotters.

DRAG KNIFE TECHNOLOGY
Its simplicity has made Drag Knife (or swivel knife)
technology the most commonly used. An offset
parameter defines the distance between the knife
tip and the rotating center.
In order to know the position of the freely rotating knife
inside the knife holder, a drag movement is made,
assuming the knife tip will follow accordingly.
Summa cutters include enhanced methods to optimize
this drag movement in order to obtain the best possible
cutting quality.

1 The Drag Knife stops cutting right
before entering a corner.

2 The eccentric blade is rotated by performing
a drag movement to the desired angle, never
leaving the media.

After a job is finished, the system will roll up the artwork
neatly and prepare the machine for the next unattended
job. The integrated paneling feature splits long-length
runs into shorter consecutive jobs
The S Class 2 can, therefore, cut complete rolls unattended
and deliver the output nicely rolled-up.

3 Once the drag-movement is
completed, the corner cutting
continues.

